
First off, let’s start with why.
Why aren’t employees using cases to 
protect their expensive devices? 

Well, in a nutshell, everyone’s needs are different—every 
company department has a different need or requirement 
for their specific case options.

Field Operators require more rugged cases. Executives 
want sleeker cases. Some employees simply prefer 
colored case options. It’s not realistic to expect to please 
everyone all the time, but by offering a few purpose-spe-
cific options, companies may reduce their cost of device 
breaks substantially.

The true cost of device breaks

Square Trade estimates the hard costs of device breaks 
to be in the four billion dollar range annually in the US.  
Large corporations make up the majority of these dollars, 
but what are broken devices actually costing them?

Let’s take a look:

1 Device breaks—Lost cost of original device

2 Employee is without a phone/tablet for at least  
 24 hours—Lost productivity and lost revenue  
 generation

3 Hard cost to replace the device, plus shipping  
 fees—Lost revenue

4 1–2 hours to provision and set up new  
 phone/tablet—Lost productivity

RECOMMENDATIONS

Initiate a program to have individuals from key depart-
ments test different case options that meet their needs.

After testing make available those options and implement 
a policy of strict enforcement of employees keeping their 
cases on their devices.

Identify and offer different case options for each corporate 
division—cases that employees will actually keep on their 
device.

NOTE: It will make sense for sleeker case options to 
include a screen protector as well. The combination will 
significantly reduce the above device break process and 
cost to your business.

INSIGHTS

Remember—Even if the cost of the device break doesn’t 
hit your division’s budget, it’s still hitting your company’s 
bottom line somewhere.

For example, Trinitas engaged with an Aerospace com-
pany that had an entire division not using their provided 
cases, because they didn’t like the cases offered. This 
caused significant losses in the unused case, as well as a 
high volume of device breaks.

Good news is Trinitas can consult with your company  
and implement the strategy that includes case testing,  
Division-specific case offering, fast delivery times,  
warranty support and a streamlined/automated process 
for great efficiency. 
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